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Abstract 

 

The research attempts to explore the moderating roles of ad claim type and rhetorical style in the ads of 

competitor brands for diluting the consumers’ brand commitment to the existing brands. The research 

consists of three studies, which are designed to examine the main effects and the interaction effect of 

brand commitment, ad claim type and rhetorical style on the attitudes toward the competitor brands. 

Findings of this research are expected to broaden the academic horizon and assist practitioners in 

designing ad strategies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An important task of advertising is to provide consumers with relevant 

information for them to determine the brand’s true merits. Once committed to this 

preferred brand, consumers tend to stay with it to avoid the switching costs. 

Specifically, one of the most important advantages for established brands is the brand 

commitment to which the loyal consumers attach. A new competitor brand, which 

attempts to cross the border to a category-specific area, has to overcome the 

favorable position of the established brand and defend the consumers’ attitudinal 

resistance toward the new competitor brand in consumers’ minds. As Ahluwalia (2000) 

argued, brand commitment is a key determinant of attitudinal resistance when 

counter-attitudinal information about the preferred brand appears. In fact, the brand 

commitment effect occurs wherever the counter-attitudinal information is present 

(Raju, Unnava & Montgomery, 2009). Though for its importance, brand commitment 

has not received considerable attention in the literature on branding and marketing 

yet. This premise forms the first motivation for this research. 

As mentioned above, brand commitment may have a negative impact on the 

competitor brands, especially for the new entrants into the same product category. As 

a consequence, marketers of new competitor brands may be interested in how to 
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mitigate the inherent weakness resulting from the brand commitment attached to the 

established brands. Clearly, this research attempts to examine how to mitigate the 

negative impact of brand commitment on competitor brands by introducing other 

factors. Scant research has indicated that the ad claim type contributes to mitigate the 

counter-arguments; however, the underlying mechanism of ad claim type is still open 

for further interpretation. Therefore, the second question to be examined in this 

research is the moderating role of ad claim type (experiential vs. functional) in the 

impact of brand commitment on brand preferences. 

. 

 

BACKGROUND OVERVIEW AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

Brand Commitment 

As compared with a less committed consumer, a highly committed person usually 

generates emotional connections to the brand and is unwilling to switch to competitor 

brands (Raju et al., 2009). This sense of being connected to a brand results in the 

attitudinal insistence on the brand to which consumers are currently committed and 

the increased resistance to attitude change. 

Moreover, brand commitment is mainly driven by consumers’ experiences with a 

brand. Mick and Buhl (1992) further contend that consumers are committed to a 

brand across situation and usage experiences through how it fits into the consumers’ 

life styles rather than how effective it is in meeting a specific need or solving a specific 

trouble. Brand commitment is deemed as a deeply-rooted thought in the minds of 

committed persons. Hence, competitor brands have to figure out effective strategies 

to mitigate these negative impacts originated in brand commitment. 

 

Ad Claim Type 

Trope and Liberman (2000) imply that affect or experiential appeals are more 

influential on consumer decisions than rational or functional appeals. From a practical 

perspective, some advertisers may choose to convey the superiority of messages with 

an experiential content, as consumers supposedly are overexposed to attribute-based, 

functional messages (Samuelsen & Olsen, 2010). With experiential messages, 

advertisers hope to evoke memories to affect consumers’ evaluations of the 

advocated brands (e.g., Braun-LaTour et al. 2004; Price, Axom, & Coupey 1997). 

Likewise, Pine and Gilmore (1998) argue that “as goods and services become 

commoditized, the customer experiences that companies create will matter most”. 

Sujan, Bettman, and Baumgartner (1993) suggest advertisers to make connections 
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between the new brands and consumers’ routine lives and make the new brand 

perceived as personally relevant to consumers. Metcalfe and Mischel (1999) further 

argue that the “affective” experience can drive the behavior. Lerner and Keltner (2001) 

conclude that affective experiences tend to elicit different associations and hence may 

affect behavior. Bülbül and Geeta (2010) also contend that affective or experiential 

claims have positive impacts on consumer decisions. In contrast, the goal of functional 

claims is to focus directly on the features or benefits of the product. As Johar and Sirgy 

(1991) defined, functionalclaims highlight the functional features of the product (or 

brand) or performance information. Dourish (2001) implies that functional appeals 

prompts consumers to take actions in exchange for benefits afforded by a product.  

As compared with experiential claims, functional claims propose the more 

concrete consequences of consuming the utilitarian benefits endorsed by the 

advocated brand (Dourish, 2001) and are more straightforward and more consistent 

with the ad information with semantic facts-based knowledge about the prototypical 

attributes and benefits in the category (Samuelsen & Olsen, 2010). Deighton (1987) 

observes that, functional claims are more likely to change cognitive expectations 

about the brand’s performance than experiential claims. Functional claims are more 

easily compared to the salient category points-of-parity benefits than experiential 

claims (Keller, Sternthal, & Tybout 2002). In addition, Heath, Nairn, and Bottomley 

(2009) argue that emotional or experiential claims do not drive as much attention as 

functional claims. Samuelsen and Olsen (2010) indicate that “functional claims are 

likely to face less variation in the target segment’s comparison standard, simply 

because the brand-related information opens up for relatively less idiosyncratic 

interpretations, is more familiar to most recipients, and is potentially more easily 

encoded”. 

 

Rhetorical Style 

From a practical perspective, advertisers usually apply metaphors to invent 

possible similarities between two concepts and create desired meanings in the ad 

(Giora, Fein, Kronrod, Elnatan, Shuval & Zur, 2004). For example, the Dexter Shoe ad 

juxtaposes two images, a shoe and a bed, or the Reflex racquet ad uses two images, a 

sports racquet and a shark, are ads using visual metaphor (see Phillips & McQuarrie, 

2004). The Dexter ad was arguing that the Dexter shoes are soft and comfortable as a 

bed, and the Reflex ad was trying to convince the viewers that the Reflex racquet can 

help them become a fierce and aggressive competitor like a shark. These claims can be 

stated straightforwardly as well. By using metaphors; however, the ads are expected to 

increase the strength of cognition without changes in the product claim or message 
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argument per se. In other words, messages using metaphors may lead to 

highercognition and credibility than straightforward arguments. 

 

Hypotheses 

As Mick and Buhl (1992) contended, consumers are committed to a brand across 

situation and usage experiences through how it fits into the consumers’ life styles 

rather than how effective it is in meeting a specific need or solving a specific trouble. 

Clearly, brand commitment is mainly driven by consumers’ emotional connections or 

experiences with a brand. Raju et al., (2009) also argue that highly committed 

consumers are more likely to generate emotional connections to the brand and are 

more unwilling to switch to competitor brands than low committed consumers. As 

compared with low committed consumers, highly committed consumers are more 

likely to emotionally adhere to the existing brand and generate attitudinal resistance 

to the function-based competitor brands. Therefore, the competitor brands 

characterized by emotional or experiential ad claims are likely to touch the minds of 

highly committed consumers and mitigate their resistance to the attitude changes, as 

these consumers focus on emotional connections and promises of experiences they 

should expect. Clearly, for highly committed consumers, experiential ad claims will 

elicit more favorable attitudes toward the competitor brand than functional ad claims. 

Alternatively, low committed consumers are less likely to emotionally adhere to 

the existing brands and are more concerned with the non-emotional attributes than 

highly committed consumers. Functional claims, focusing on tangible attributes and 

benefits, are more likely to switch low committed consumers’ initial brand preference 

of the existing brand and elicit more favorable attitudes toward the competitor brands 

than experiential claims. These predictions lead to the following hypothesis: 

H1: For highly committed consumers, experiential advertising claims will elicit more 

favorable attitudes toward the competitor brands than functional advertising 

claims. Conversely, for low committed consumers, functional advertising claims 

will elicit more favorable attitudes toward the competitor brands than 

experiential advertising claims. 

As compared with metaphorical ads, straightforward ads are more likely to 

radically and explicitly highlight the competitor brand’s superiority and underrate the 

existing brands, which may incur harms to the psychological state of consumers, 

especially to highly committed consumers who emotionally adhere to the current 

brand. Specifically, for highly committed consumers, straightforward ads tend to result 

in emotional frustration and elicit attitudinal resistance. Hence, it is predicted that for 
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highly committed consumers, metaphorical ads will elicit more favorable attitudes 

toward the competitor brands than straightforward ads. 

In contrast, low committed consumers have less emotional attachment to the 

current brand and tend to seek a brand, which can fulfill their unsatisfied needs. 

Straightforward ads usually explicitly convey specific benefits and propose the 

competitor brand’s superiority to the existing brand, and thus may elicit more 

favorable attitudes than metaphorical ads. These inferences lead to the following 

hypothesis: 

H2: For highly committed consumers, metaphorical ad will elicit more favorable 

attitudes toward the competitor brands than straightforward ads. On the contrary, 

for low committed consumers, straightforward ads will elicit more favorable 

attitudes toward the competitor brands than metaphorical ads. 

Brand commitment is mainly driven by consumers’ experiences with a brand. H1 

has predicted that highly committed consumers usually have more emotional 

connections to the existing brand than low committed consumers; hence, experiential 

ads are more likely to mitigate the emotional resistance to the competitor brands than 

functional ads. As predicted in H1, experiential ads tend to elicit more favorable 

attitudes of highly committed consumers than functional ads. In addition, H2 predicts 

that metaphorical ads are expected to bring about slighter impacts on consumers’ 

mental states and elicit less attitudinal resistance than straightforward ads. Hence, it is 

predicted that when highly committed consumers are exposed to metaphorical ads, 

they appear to engender more favorable attitudes toward the experiential claims than 

functional claims. However, the competitor brand’s straightforward ads can instead 

incur the highly committed consumers’ emotional frustration and attitudinal 

resistance. Therefore, highly committed consumers will not engender differentially 

favorable attitudes toward the straightforward ads either with experiential claims or 

functional claims. 

H3: For highly committed consumers, metaphorical ads with experiential claims will 

lead to more favorable attitudes toward the competitor brands than metaphorical 

ads with functional claims. However, highly committed consumers will not 

engender differentially favorable brand attitudes toward the straightforward ads, 

regardless of ad claim type. 

Low committed consumers usually have less emotional connections to the 

existing brand and their attitudes toward a brand or a product are capricious. 

Functional claims, which focus on positive attributes or benefits, are more likely to 

alter the low committed consumers’ brand preferences and lead to their attitudinal 

acceptance to the competitor brands than experiential claims. In other words, 
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functional claims, either in metaphorical or straightforward style, are more persuasive 

than experiential claims for low committed consumers. Hence, it is assumed that low 

committed consumers tend to engender more favorable attitudes toward functional 

ad claims than experiential ad claims of competitor brands, regardless of metaphorical 

style. 

H4: For low committed consumers, functional claims will elicit more favorable attitudes 

toward the competitor brands than experiential claims, regardless of rhetorical 

style. 

 

METHODOLOGY 
 

Research Design and Procedure 

Study 1: 

Study 1 aims to investigate how brand commitment affects consumers attitudes 

toward the competitive brands after they view a competitive advertisement that 

varies in the metaphorical openness in the message appeal. A total of 116 

undergraduates were randomly assigned to a 2 (ad claim type: experiential vs. 

functional) between-subjects factorial design. 

 

Measurement of Brand Commitment 

The measurement of brand commitment was adapted from the study of Raju et 

al., (2009). The measurement of brand commitment for the target brand started. 

Subjects were asked to assume that this target brand nearly had fulfilled the 

unsatisfied consumers’ needs in all aspects, followed by asking if their slogan and 

testimonials could potentially be adopted by this target brand for its advertising. The 

competitor brand was introduced at this point by handing out another folder 

containing the ad for the competitor brand (either the experiential claims or functional 

claims). Participants were told that this brand was a competitor brand to the target 

brand. Following ad exposure, they were asked to rate their attitudes toward the 

competitor brand. 

Participants’ commitment to the target brand was measured using a three-item 

brand commitment scale used in previous research (see Agrawal and Maheswaran 

2005; Ahluwalia, Unnava, and Burnkrant 2001). Participants will express their 

agreement with each statement using a 7-point scale anchored by 1 = disagree / 7 = 

agree. Subjects were dichotomized into high and low commitment groups based on a 

median split (median= 3.83, α= .84). Highly-committed and low-committed individuals 

exhibited significantly different scores (Mhigh commit= 3.02, Mlow commit= 5.29, t(114)= 
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21.76, p< .001). 

 

Manipulation for Ad Claim Type 

The manipulation of ad claim type will be adapted from the study of Samuelsen 

and Olsen (2010). Two versions of print ads will be created, equal in all respects 

except for their claim type. The ads for the competitor brand will be as similar as those 

for the target brand in all aspects except for functional versus experiential framing. 

Specifically, the framing is varied in the two ad versions through the headline of the 

ads, and through the wording of the ad claims. The following excerpt shows the main 

ad copy of the experiential appeal for DigiSnap: You will experience unprecedented 

photographical joys by using DigiSnap digital cameras. 

In contrast, the main ad copy of the functional appeals reads: We promise to 

deliver the finest photo quality supported by DigiSnap’s state-of-the-art optical 

technology. 

 

Dependent Variable  

Attitudes toward the competitor brand were measured with three 7-point scales 

anchored by bad/good, not nice/nice, unlikable/likable (Zhang and Zinkhan, 2006). The 

Cronbach’s α value was .70, which indicated an acceptable internal consistency. 

Therefore, those scales were summed to form a single attitude measure. 

 

Results 

Manipulation Check for Ad Claim Type 

The manipulation check of ad claim type was assessed by having respondents rate 

whether the ad claim was experiential framing on a seven-point scale anchored by 1 = 

extremely disagree and 7 = extremely agree. As expected, an independent samples 

t-test revealed that the perceived experiential ad claim valence and the perceived 

functional ad claim valence differed significantly (Mexperiential = 5.69, Mfunctional = 2.72, 

t(114) = 20.09, p= ,000), implying that the ad claims characterized as experiential and 

functional were regarded as being different. Therefore, the manipulation of ad claim 

type was effective. 

 

Hypothesis testing and results 

The simple interaction effect of brand commitment × ad claim type on the 

attitudes toward the competitor brand (F(1, 112) = 418.58, p=.000) reached the 

significance level. The follow-up independent samples t-test for the attitudes toward 

the competitor brand revealed that experiential advertising claims elicited more 
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favorable attitudes toward the competitor brands than functional advertising claims 

for highly committed consumers (Mexperiential = 4.84, Mfunctional = 3.40, t(56)= 12.67, 

p= .000). On the contrary, functional advertising claims elicited more favorable 

attitudes toward the competitor brands than experiential advertising claims for low 

committed consumers (Mexperiential = 3.58, Mfunctional = 5.04, t(56)= -17.23, p= .000). 

Therefore, H1 was supported. 

 

Study 2: 

124 undergraduates were invited separately to participate in a 2 (rhetorical style: 

metaphorical vs. straightforward) between-subjects factorial design. 

 

Measurement for Brand Commitment 

The measurement of brand commitment was identical to that in Study 1. 

 

Manipulation of Rhetorical Style 

The manipulation of rhetorical style was adapted from Lagerwerf and Meijers 

(2008). Two versions of print ads were created. The metaphorical ad contained a 

metaphor developed by an implicit combination of a headline copy and an image of 

the advertised product without any further body copy for description. In contrast, the 

straightforward ad was made by changing the headline copy and the image of the 

advertised product, with a description of the image and the product. The following 

excerpt showed the main slogan with no further description for the metaphorical ad: 

DigiSnap brings you into the real world. 

In contrast, the main slogan for the straightforward ad read: You will enjoy the 

fun of photographing by using DigiSnap digital cameras. 

 

Dependent Variable  

As in Study 1, the attitudes toward the competitive brand were measured with 

three 7-point scales anchored by bad/good, not nice/nice, unlikable/likable (α= .89) 

(Zhang & Zinkhan, 2006). The scales were summed to form a single attitude measure.  

 

Results 

ManipulationCheck of Rhetorical Style 

The manipulation check of rhetorical style was assessed by having respondents rate 

whether the ad copy was shown in a metaphorical manner on a seven-point scale 

anchored by 1 = extremely disagree and 7 = extremely agree. As expected, an 

independent samples t-test revealed that the perceived valence of rhetorical style for 
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the ad copy characterized as metaphorical style and straightforward style differed 

significantly (Mmetaphorical = 5.24, Mstraightforward = 2.94, t(122) = 16.59, p= .000), implying 

that the manipulation of rhetorical style was effective. 

 

Hypothesis testing and results 

The simple interaction effect of brand commitment × rhetorical style on the 

attitudes toward the competitor brand (F(1, 120) = 179.38, p=.000) reached the 

significance level. The follow-up independent samples t-test for the attitudes toward 

the competitor brandrevealed that metaphorical ads elicited more favorable attitudes 

toward the competitor brands than straightforward ads for highly committed 

consumers (Mmetaphorical = 5.00, Mstraightforward = 3.34, t(60)= 8.18, p= .000). On the 

contrary, straightforward ads elicited more favorable attitudes toward the competitor 

brands than metaphorical ads for low committed consumers (Mmetaphorical = 3.30, 

Mstraightforward = 5.15, t(60)= -11.15, p= .000). Therefore, H2 was supported. 

 

Study 3: 

224 undergraduates were recruited separately to participate in a 2 (ad claim type: 

experiential vs. functional) × 2 (rhetorical style: metaphorical vs. straightforward) 

between-subjects factorial design. 

 

 

 

Manipulations of Ad claim Type and Rhetorical Style 

The manipulations of ad claim type was identical to that in Study 1, whereas the 

manipulation of rhetorical style was identical to that in Study 2. The following excerpt 

showed the main ad copy of the experiential appeal in the metaphorical ad: You will 

experience the unprecedented joys of exploring the real world by using DigiSnap digital 

cameras. 

In contrast, the main slogan of the ad copy of the experiential appeal in the 

straightforward ad read: You will experience the unprecedented joys of taking finest 

photos for everyone by using DigiSnap digital cameras. 

Moreover, the main slogan of the functional appeals for the metaphorical ad read: 

We promise you can explore the world more with DigiSnap’s state-of-the-art optical 

technology. 

In contrast, the main slogan of the functional appeals for the straightforward ad 

read: We promise you can easily take finest photos for everyone with DigiSnap’s 

state-of-the-art optical technology. 
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Manipulation Check of Ad claim Type 

The manipulation check of ad claim type was assessed by having respondents rate 

whether the ad claim was experiential framing on a seven-point scale anchored by 1 = 

extremely disagree and 7 = extremely agree. An independent samples t-test revealed 

that the perceived ad claim valence for the ad copy characterized as experiential 

framing and functional framing differed significantly (Mexperiential = 5.14, Mfunctional = 3.19, 

t(238) = 14.42, p= .000), implying that the ad claims characterized as experiential and 

functional were regarded as being different. Therefore, the manipulation of ad claim 

type was effective. 

 

Manipulation Check of Rhetorical Style 

The manipulation check of rhetorical style was assessed by having respondents 

rate whether the ad copy was shown in a metaphorical manner on a seven-point scale 

anchored by 1 = extremely disagree and 7 = extremely agree. As expected, an 

independent samples t-test revealed that the perceived rhetorical style for the ad copy 

characterized as metaphorical style and straightforward style differed significantly 

(Mmetaphorical = 5.36, Mstraightforward = 2.70, t(238) = 21.00, p= .000), implying that the 

manipulation of rhetorical style was effective. 

 

Dependent Variable 

Attitudes toward the competitor brand were measured with three 7-point scales 

anchored by bad/good, not nice/nice, unlikable/likable (Zhang and Zinkhan 2006). The 

Cronbach’s α value was .77, which indicated an acceptable internal consistency. 

Therefore, those scales were summed to form a single attitude measure. 

 

Results 

Hypothesis testing and results 

For highly-committed consumers, the simple interaction effect of ad claim type × 

rhetorical style on the attitudes toward the competitor brand (F(1 , 116)= 17.14, 

p< .000) reached the significance level, implying that for highly-committed consumers, 

the rhetorical style effect on the attitudes toward the competitor brand was subject to 

ad claim type. The follow-up ANOVA revealed that for highly-committed consumers, 

metaphorical ads with experiential claims resulted in more favorable attitudes toward 

the competitor brands than metaphorical ads with functional claims (Mmeta-exp = 4.59, 

Mmeta-func = 3.69, F(1, 59)= 34.99 , p<.000); however, no differentially favorable brand 

attitudes toward the competitor brand were found between straightforward ads with 
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experiential claims and straightforward ads with functional claims (Mstrai-exp =3.88, 

Mstrai-func = 3.91, F(1, 59)= .04, p>.05). Therefore, H3 was supported. 

In contrast, for low-committed consumers, the simple interaction effect of ad 

claim type × rhetorical style on the attitudes toward the competitor brand (F(1, 116)= 

3.48, p> .05) did not reach the significance level. The follow-up ANOVA revealed that 

for low-committed consumers, metaphorical ads with functional claims resulted in 

more favorable attitudes toward the competitor brands than metaphorical ads with 

experiential claims (Mmeta-func = 4.66, Mmeta-exp = 3.29, F(1, 59)= 67.57, p< .000); 

alternatively, straightforward ads with functional claims resulted in more favorable 

attitudes toward the competitor brands than straightforward ads with experiential 

claims (Mstrai-func = 5.10, Mstrai-exp = 3.31, F(1, 59)=136.06, p< .000).Therefore, H4 was 

supported. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Theoretical contributions 

This research differs from the prior research in two main respects. First, 

theoretical understanding of the effects of brand commitment is promising but 

underdeveloped. While advertising literature focuses on examining the ad 

effectiveness and neglects consumers’ commitment, this research explores the extent 

of consumers’ brand commitment and further examines its impact on the interaction 

effects of ad claim type and rhetorical style. 

Second, while the brand commitment literature has mostly confined itself to 

studying the effect of brand commitment to the existing brands (e.g., Iglesias, Singh & 

Batista-Foguet, 2011) and rarely investigated how the competitive brands overcome 

the brand commitment effect (Raju et., al, 2009), this research examines the consumer 

attitudes toward the competitive brands by measuring consumers’ brand commitment 

to the existing brand and manipulating ad claim type and rhetorical style in the 

competitive brand’s ad. Accordingly, the roles of brand commitment and other 

influencing factors can be further clarified. 

 

Practical implications 

Findings in this research imply that, if the sponsors of competitive brands seek to 

“grasp” consumers from the existing brands, they need to work better on 

understanding those consumers’ brand commitment and thereby devising their 

advertising strategies in order to reduce those consumers’ counterarguments or 

attitudinal resistance. For example, even though the highly-committed consumers 
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tend to stick to their existing brands, competitive brands can cut into the market by 

applying experiential advertising appeals. On the contrary, for the market consisting of 

low-committed consumers, who have lower attitudinal resistance to the competitive 

brands, competitor brands are advised to use functional advertising appeals. 

Alternatively, a metaphorical ad strategy is more effective for competitor brands to 

elicit more favorable attitudes of highly committed consumers; in contrast, a 

straightforward ad strategy is preferred for targeting the market consisting of low 

committed consumers.  

In addition, when competitor brands seek to use a metaphorical ad strategy to 

pinpoint the highly-committed consumers, experiential claims are more effective than 

experiential claims. However, no straightforward ad strategy is suggested for 

competitor brands as neither experiential nor functional ad appeals are effective to 

reduce the attitudinal resistance of highly-committed consumers. Alternatively, when 

the competitor brands attempt to pinpoint low-committed consumers, functional 

claims are more effective than experiential claims, either a metaphorical or a 

straightforward strategy. 

 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

As stated above, this research contributes to the knowledge base of advertising 

psychology and proposes some practical implications to advertisers. However, some 

limitations need to be mentioned for future research. First, this research concludes 

that advertisers can adopt different types of ad claims and rhetorical style for 

targeting individuals with different extents of brand commitment; however, it is a 

tough challenge for advertisers to distinguish from individuals with different extents of 

brand commitment (highly-committed or low-committed) before an ad message 

strategy is devised. In addition, this research uses digital cameras as the experimental 

stimulus materials. Future research is expected to adopt intangible services to 

examine the external validity. 
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